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Acousto-optic interaction in photonic crystals with defects
Xiao-Shi Qian, Jing-Ping Li, Ming-hui Lu, Yan-qing Lu,a� and Yan-feng Chena�
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The acousto-optic �AO� effects of photonic crystals �PCs� were studied. Both the PCs’ periodicity
and their index distribution could be modulated instantly by the propagating acoustic wave. As a
consequence, the PCs’ band structure becomes tunable. In addition to band gap shift in an ideal PC,
AO frequency modulation was observed in a PC with single defect, which is quite different from
normal AO tunable filters and gives rise to some interesting applications. Furthermore, in
dual-defect situation, synchronized and desynchronized modulations were realized at different
acoustic wavelengths. Interesting phenomena such as dual frequency sweeping and dual frequency
Q-switching were demonstrated. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3204018�

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the concept of photonic crystals �PCs� was pro-
posed by Yablonovich and John in 1987,1,2 the propagation
of electromagnetic �EM� waves in dielectric microstructures
has drawn many attentions. Due to the periodic dielectric
constant induced photonic band gaps �PBGs�, PCs have
shown attractive applications in signal processing, optical
communications, and even photovoltaic panels.3–6 However,
if the periodicity is broken by inducing a defect into a PC,
localized defect modes may appear inside the band gap,
which is the fundamental of PC based waveguides and mi-
crocavities. In the simplest one-dimensional �1D� case, both
high-Q factor defect mode filters and flat-top band-pass filter
have been demonstrated.7,8 If some active media are intro-
duced, laser emission could be realized at the defect mode.
Even dual or multichannel filtering or laser emission could
be achieved as long as suitable structural parameters are
designed.9

However, the characteristics of a PC are normally fixed
once its structure is settled, while people pursue tunability
for agile photonic devices. Therefore a lot of efforts have
been made toward reconfigurable PCs. In 1999, Busch and
John10 reported a tunable PC defect mode using liquid crys-
tal �LC� as a filler; Du et al.11 reported an electrically tuned
photonics crystal fiber also with LC filling. However, induc-
ing extra materials into PCs is not convenient. The LC align-
ment inside a PC is hard to control. In addition, the response
time of a LC device is typically in millisecond level, which
might be too slow for some applications.12 Although electro-
optic �EO� tuning is also applicable to a PC, the index
change in EO crystals is small and the driving voltage is
normally high to kilovolt level.13 It is quite desirable to de-
velop simple and low voltage tuning techniques for various
PCs. Not only the band gap, but also the defect mode’s po-
sition, intensity and Q factor are expected to be controlled
freely. We believe this is very important toward the real ap-
plications of PCs, especially for the PC based lasers.

Acousto-optic �AO� effect has been widely used to pro-
cess light signals for years. Both light intensity and polariza-
tion could be manipulated through AO effects.14 There is
even observation of angular momentum transfer between
photons and phonons through AO interaction.15 However, the
AO effect is normally studied and realized in homogeneous
materials such as optical glasses and crystals. AO interac-
tions in inhomogeneous materials still have not drawn many
attentions.16–18 It is interesting to see how the acoustic wave
affects artificial microstructures such as PC defects. From
another point of view, the electron-phonon interaction plays
an important role in electrons’ state transition in a crystal,19

one would also expect interesting and useful physical effects
in a PC with acoustic wave propagation. Both some funda-
mental properties and promising applications are foreseeable.

In this paper, we studied the AO interaction in photonic
crystals with defects. We found that the PCs’ defected mode
is very sensitive to the induced longitudinal acoustic waves.
PCs with both single defect and dual defects were investi-
gated. Some interesting phenomena such as frequency tuning
and AO dual frequency Q-switching were demonstrated,
which should be useful for PC based lasers.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION APPROACH

As we know, a perfect 1D PC is formed by a series of
periodic units that may be described as �AB�n, where A and B
stand for different layers with different refractive indices. n
means the total layer number of the PC. When light propa-
gates in a PC, the index mismatch results in periodic partial
reflections at A /B boundaries. They could be viewed as a
serial of secondary “sources.” In a certain wavelength, all
periodic secondary sources may interfere constructively at
the backward direction, which corresponds to a PBG and
causes a strong light reflection. However, acoustic wave in-
duces both variable strain and index change, the original
PC’s structural periodicity thus is broken. The “interference”
of all reflected beams at A /B boundaries changes conse-
quently. Band structure change is expected.

To model the AO effects in a 1D PC, we assume a lon-
gitudinal wave traveling along z axis, which is normal to
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layer boundaries. The acoustic wave generates deformation
that is represented by the displacement value U as

U�z,t� = A cos��St + kSz� , �1�

where A is the maximum displacement amplitude; �s and ks

are the angular frequency and the wave vector of acoustic
wave, respectively. On the other hand, the acoustic wave
induces strain could also be obtained from Eq. �1� as

S�z,t� = ks • A sin��st + ksz� , �2�

where S is the differential of U. According to Eqs. �1� and
�2�, we may deduce the thickness change �U of all A and B
layers easily. Obviously these thickness changes vary from
time to time along with the acoustic wave propagation. Some
parts of units are shrunk while other parts may expand due to
acoustic wave at a certain moment, which would induce
some interesting effects.

In addition to thickness change �U, the PC structure is
perturbed by acoustic wave in another way, the refractive
indices in both A and B layers also change due to the tradi-
tional elasto-optic effect,

�n = −
1

2
nz

3p11S�z,t� , �3�

here nz and p11 represent the original refractive index and the
elasto-optic coefficient, respectively.

With deformation �U and index change �n, considering
a traveling acoustic wave, we can reconstruct a 1D PC struc-
ture based on the index distribution at any certain moment.
The time resolved band structure and transmission properties
thus could be computed for an acoustic wave modulated PC.

Numerous approaches have been proposed to study PC’s
optical properties, for example, the transfer matrix method
�TMM�, plane wave expansion method, multiple scattering
theory, and finite-difference time-domain method.20–23

Among them, TMM is still one of the most effective and
simplest ways investigating the properties of EM wave
propagating in 1D finite optical structures.

In our model, we consider the EM wave vector is per-
pendicular to A /B layer boundaries, so that the light’s polar-
ization state could be ignored in the simulation. Therefore,
according to the TMM,

M = �
j=1

k � cos � j
i

� j
sin � j

i� j sin � j cos � j
� = �

j=1

k

Mj = �m11 m12

m21 m22
	 ,

�4�

t =
2 · �0

�0m11 + m21 + �0�k+1m12 + �k+1m22
, �5�

where t, �0, �k+1 is transmission coefficient, effective refrac-
tive index in layer k and layer k+1, respectively. The mea-
surable light transmittance is the modular square of complex
transmission coefficient t, i.e., T=�k+1 /�0tt�. As long as we
know the PC’s structures and the acoustic wave’s features, its
transmission properties could be obtained.

To study the AO effects in a PC, the simplest case is an
ideal PC structure, meaning no defects, just like an electron’s

indirect transition when it absorb or emit a photon. There is
also a counterpart for photons in a PC. A photon may absorb
or emit a phonon then further reflected by the periodic di-
electric structure. Because a phonon involves in the photon’s
interference, a side band thus could come out besides the
band gap. However, ideal PCs normally have unsatisfied fil-
tering and lasering characteristics, 24 we would focus our AO
effect study on PCs with various defects.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. PC with single defect

Based on a perfect PC whose structure is described with
�AB�n, we may change its parameters to introduce a single
defect, e.g., doubling one layer’s thickness to give 
� /4
further light path. Normally this layer is set at the central
area of a PC, so a PC with a single defect can be represented
by �AB�n AA�BA�n as shown in Fig. 1�a�. Define the indices
and thicknesses in A and B layers with nA, dA, nB, and dB,
respectively. Assume nAdA=nBdB, which means all A and B
layers have the same light path, so that light in the defect
could be forced to resonate in a cavity with two perfect
Bragg mirrors. This design guarantees a nice defect transmis-
sion mode that happens to appear in the middle of the PBG.

It is well known that the hydrogen loaded SiO2 has an
improved photosensitivity. Its refractive index changes at an
order of 10−3 after UV exposure.25,26 A PC structure thus
could be achieved through the standard interference or mask
approaches. However, the PC structure after UV exposure is
still treated as a uniform acoustic medium. Figure 1 illus-
trates structure and transmission properties of a 1000-period
PC with single defect. In our simulation, we set nA=1.46,
nB=1.465, which correspond to the indices of unexposed and
UV-exposed hydrogen-loaded SiO2, respectively, dA

=265.4 nm, dB=264.5 nm, which indicate the different
layer thicknesses, so that nAdA=nBdB=1550 nm /4. From the
figure, the band gap is around 1550 nm with 
10 nm band-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� A photon crystal with a single defect at its central
area. 1000-layer perfect PC structure locates at each side of the defect for
Bragg reflection. �nA=1.46, nB=1.465, dA=265.4 nm, dB=264.5 nm� �b�
TMM simulation showing a single sharp defect mode with 100% transmit-
tance at the middle of the reflection band gap.
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width. A defect induced transmission peak locates exactly at
the band gap center. The corresponding Q-factor is 4300. To
adjust the gap’s bandwidth or increase the defect mode’s
Q-factor, more units or larger index fluctuation should be
adopted.

Once we consider the propagation of a longitudinal
acoustic wave in the PC structure, the transmission proper-
ties could be obtained through TMM at any moment. Assume
the acoustic wave coupled in the PC in Fig. 1, the maximum
induced displacement is 50 nm, for 265 �m acoustic wave-
length, corresponding strain at 10−4 level, which is achiev-
able. The acoustic wave frequency is 
21 MHz for the
acoustic velocity in fused silica, which is 5600 m/s. This case
is very practical as its counterpart in crystals is the interac-
tion between electrons and long-wave acoustic branch pho-
tons near a defect. From Fig. 2, the optical transmission
property of this PC is obtained. The defect mode has periodic
swing from its original wavelength. The swing speed is de-
termined by acoustic wave’s frequency. Faster modulation
can be obtained with higher frequency. The origin of the
defect mode modulation is not complicated. The acoustic
wave induced periodic index and thickness change of the
defect layer AA. As a result, light path of central defect
changes with the acoustic wave, the corresponding defect
mode wavelength changes consequently. As long as the
acoustic wave does not affect the PC periodicity too much,
the PC may still maintain enough Bragg reflection to support
the defect mode. Other features do not change evidently in-
cluding the defect mode’s transmittance and Q-factor. Since
a long acoustic wave is considered in our study, this assump-
tion is normally valid. From Fig. 2, the spectral shape of the
defect mode does not show much difference.

As we know, AO tunable filter �AOTF� has been widely
used for many applications. The center transmission wave-
length of an AOTF is determined by acoustic frequency.
However, although the AO interaction in a PC with defect
also shows tunable transmission, it has a different mecha-
nism. The acoustic wave’s intensity dominates the transmis-
sion frequency, which might be useful in sensor applications.
If there is a narrow band incidence light source, a pulsed
light output around the defect mode will be observed. When

a wide band source is employed, a periodic wavelength vari-
able source may be obtained. If introducing active medium
in a PC,27 a frequency modulated laser could be realized.

B. PC with dual defects

In addition to single defect, more defects also could be
induced to a PC, which might have more interesting proper-
ties. We define PCs with dual defects be described with
�AB�nAA�BA�mA�BA�n. Set nAdA=nBdB=1550 nm /4 to ob-
tain band gap at 1550 nm telecom window. Here m factor
determines the distance between two defects. When these
two defects are well separated, e.g., m�2n, the two defect
modes will not influence transmission so they could be
viewed as two independent PCs with single defect. The dash-
dot curve in Fig. 3 shows the result, where m=2n=2000.
Only a degenerated defect mode was found but its transmit-
tance is a little lower than that of the single defect case.
However, if the distance between two defects becomes
closer, e.g., m�2n, interaction between these two defects
become stronger thus the defect mode is split to two peaks.
The peak separation becomes farther as the two defects get-
ting closer and closer as shown in Fig. 3. Just like the single
defect case, we also studied the AO interaction in PCs with
dual defects, but they are categorized to two kinds: synchro-
nized AO modulation and desynchronized AO modulation.

Here synchronized modulation indicates when the dis-
tance between two defects are equal to the integral multiples
of the wavelength of the propagating acoustic wave. Accord-
ingly the two defects in PCs will be stressed or pulled in the
same way during acoustic wave propagation so that the light
path of two defects will always be the same. On the contrary,
desynchronized modulation represents other situations as
long as the distance between two defects does not equal to
the integral multiples of the acoustic wavelength.

Just like the case of single defect, the frequency swing of
defect modes’ transmission peaks is also observed as the two
defects always have the same deformation. In our simulation,
in order to satisfy the synchronized modulation, we set the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Acoustic wave induced center frequency swing at
different moments of the single defect mode showing in Fig. 1. The maxi-
mum frequency shift is dominated by acoustic wave intensity.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Transmission spectra of dual-defect photonic crystals
with a changing m factor are shown. n=1000. m and n represent the number
of layers between the two defects and the number of layers outside the
defects, respectively.
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acoustic wavelength as the length of 1000 layers. We ob-
tained single �Fig. 4�a�� and dual frequency sweeping �Fig.
4�b�� in uncoupled and coupled dual defect modes, respec-
tively. 0.9 nm tuning range was achieved giving a 50 nm
acoustic wave displacement amplitude. The dual-frequency
modulation might have some unique applications in filtering
and signal processing.

Unlike the straightforward synchronized modulation, the
desynchronized modulation is more complicated and inter-
esting. Just detune the acoustic wavelength so that the dis-
tance between two defects is not the multiples of acoustic
wavelength. In this situation, two defects deform in different
ways and cause different phase delays. One defect may ex-
pand but another one may shrink. The corresponding defect
modes thus are modulated in different ways, which are re-
flected in the PC’s transmission curves. However, no matter
what distance between the two defects, there are at least two
certain moments that the two defects have the same defor-
mation in an acoustic wave period. The two defect modes

thus have the same transmission peak; a light pulse is able to
pass through. However, at an arbitrary time, the defects are
modulated in different ways for light may not pass though
two defects simultaneously. The AO PC filter is then shut off.
Figure 5 shows our simulation results. The defect distances
are 2.5 and 2.25 times of acoustic wavelength in Figs. 5�a�
and 5�b�, respectively. The acoustic wavelength is 265 �m
corresponding to the acoustic frequency of 21 MHz in fused
silica. In Fig. 5�a�, the acoustic wave’s phases are always
opposite because of the half-wave distance. If one defect is
expanding, another one is shrinking. Only at the time both
defects have no deformation, their transmission peaks are
overlaid. A periodic pulsed transmission thus is obtained but
the frequency in time domain is doubled. A 21 MHz acoustic
wave may generate frequency doubled 42 MHz pulsed light
transmission. In another point of view, the Q-factor of the
defect mode, which is modulated by the acoustic wave
changes from 12 900 to 0 periodically. This might be an AO
Q-switching approach that could be used for PC based active

FIG. 4. �Color online� Time resolved synchronized modulation of dual-defect modes. t0-t8 means different moments. �a� Uncoupled situation with an
�AB�nAA�BA�mA�BA�n type structure, m=2000, n=1000, the acoustic wavelength is 265 �m. �b� Coupled situation with an �AB�nAA�BA�mA�BA�n type
structure, m=1000, n=1000, the acoustic wavelength is 265 �m. m ,n represent the number of layers of such part of structure.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Time resolved desynchronized modulation of dual-defect modes. t0-t8 means different moments in one acoustic period. �a�
�AB�nAA�BA�mA�BA�n type structure, m=2500, n=1000, the acoustic wavelength is 265 �m. The space between two defects is 2.5 times of acoustic
wavelength. �b� �AB�nAA�BA�mA�BA�n type structure, m=2250, n=1000, the acoustic wavelength is 265 �m. The space between two defects is 2.25 times of
acoustic wavelength. m ,n represent the number of layers of such part of structure.
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components. On the other hand, when the distance between
these two defects decreases as shown in Fig. 5�b�, the defects
are either expanded or shrunk when they have the same de-
formation. As a consequence, pulsed transmission emerges at
two wavelengths successively. Adjusting the acoustic wave’s
intensity may further change the wavelengths of the trans-
mitted pulses. A tunable dual wavelength AO Q-switching
thus is achieved. If the distance between two defects be-
comes closer, the similar results of Q-factor modulation still
exist in the coupled dual-defect situation as long as the dis-
tance satisfied 0.5+a, 0.25+a times of acoustic wavelength,
a=0,1. When the two defects are much closer than 0.25
times of acoustic wavelength, the acoustic modulation to two
defects are almost the same. In the case, it is more like a
synchronized modulation, as represented by Fig. 4�b�, rather
than the desynchronized situation. However, the distance be-
tween two transmission peaks is even wider due to stronger
defect mode coupling.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Both AO effects and 1D PC have been research topics
for years. However, our study shows that the combination of
these two classical subjects still contains interesting physics
and useful applications. In this work, we studied the AO
interaction in photonic crystals with defects. Some encour-
aging results are demonstrated. Because the acoustic wave
may affect PCs’ periodicity and redistribute the refractive
indices, the PCs’ transmission properties thus are modulated.
Unlike the traditional AO effect in homogeneous materials,
defect model frequency sweeping was observed in a PC with
single defect. In dual-defect situation, synchronized and de-
synchronized modulations were realized at different acoustic
wavelengths. Interesting phenomena such as dual-frequency
sweeping and Q-switching were revealed. Since defect mode
plays an important role in many PC based
applications,7–9,27,28 our approach may supply a unique way
to manipulate those processes though AO effect. As our setup
is sensitive to the sound’s intensity and frequency, a sound
detection and characterization technique may be developed
as well.
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